
Australian Bartender of the Year 2021



T H I S  I S  WO R L D  C L A SS
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

ENTRY PORTAL

The world’s biggest bartending competition. A chance for bartenders across 
Australia to compete in front of a global audience, represent their country 

and demonstrate exceptional technique and creativity.  

Back to find our 12th Australian winner, Diageo Reserve World Class is looking 
for a champion who is prepared to battle it out in a series of innovative cocktail 

challenges. A champion who is ready to be judged by the world's most 
respected mixologists and taste experts to be crowned with the title of the 

World Class Bartender of the Year.  

We've assembled the best in the business to inspire and guide you through the 
year's challenges, including local and international World Class victors, some of 

Australia's finest gourmet talent combined with some of the most creative 
minds in the business.  

While there can be only one winner, everyone will leave the competition with 
unforgettable drinks experiences and memories. The bartending calibre 

throughout the World Class experience will demonstrate how the knowledge 
of quality spirits, the pedigree of ingredients and the pioneering of drinks-

making techniques are cultivating next-level creativity, proving that 
bartenders are as talented and creative as their chef counterparts.  

Enter World Class and make bartending history. 

https://www.diageobaracademy.com/en_zz/world-class-/
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H OW  TO  E N T E R
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

E N T R YS T U D I OL A U N C H

Preparation is everything, our BA team, 

partnered with Australian Bartender 

Magazine will be keeping you across all 

key dates, including Studio Session, BA 

Forums, deadlines and 

announcements. 

Make sure you're following your local 

BA on Instagram for all updates

2 0 2 1 J A N U A R Y F E B R U A R Y

This will be your go-to for the best info 

surrounding the challenges.  

A global panel of industry heavyweights 

offering their insights into the various 

brand aligned rounds, and your chance 

to ask them live any questions or 

queries you may have

As ever, the first round will be submitted 

via the online portal.  

The portal opens for Round 1 on 

February 1st following on from World 

Class Studios, and close for judging on 

the 28th February. Please make sure 

you’ve answered all sections and 

included all necessary assets. Good luck!
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T I M E L I N E
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

 S T U D I O   R O U N D  O N E   J U D G I N G   T O P 1 0 0   J U D G I N G   F E S T I V A L     F I N A L    S T U D I O  

We’ll be giving you numerous brands to 

play with in the opening round. Feel free 

to submit as many drinks as you like. 

Your best drink will go towards your 

TOP100 score  

All drinks will be lodged through the 

DBA portal. The judging criteria, like the 

competition is World Class, so be sure 

to nail every element of your 

submission 

https://www.diageobaracademy.com/en_zz/world-class-/

This year we’ll be bringing 

you Studio Sessions via 

Zoom featuring incredible 

global talent, with important  

info on rounds, techniques 

and judging

Which ever challenge you 

entered in Round One will be 

judged on paper similar to 

previous World Class first rounds. 

The TOP100 entries will go 

through to the following round

Our second Studio Session will focus 

on the highball and Johnnie Walker 

Round. Again, we’ll feature global 

talent, with a unique opportunity to 

pick their brains live online

Our TOP100 will  pay tribute to Johnnie 

Walker in its 200th Anniversary year. 

This round will focus on global cultural 

influences that have inspired your serve

All drinks will need to be listed in venue 

for judging by our WC BA Tam and WC 

Mentors around the country. We are 

striving to keep the competition as fair 

and consistent as possible, and belief 

that tasting every drink is the only way

As part of the ‘Road To Madrid’, 

Australia will be hosting a World 

Class Festival as a lead in to our 

National Final. 

More info to follow!

This year we’ll be keeping the 

final to a concise TOP3. 

This will enable us to produce 

a final worthy of its 

competitors. 

We’re working with current 

restrictions and are 

continuing to plan an 

awesome finale

JAN

FEB

MAR

MAR

MAR

APR

APR

APR
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Regional Staycation
F I R S T  P R I Z E

RO U N DS  +  P R I Z E S
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

$500 cash + stock for your venue
S E C O N D  P R I Z E

Home bar setup
F I R S T  P R I Z E

$500 cash + stock for your venue
S E C O N D  P R I Z E

$2500 cash
F I R S T  P R I Z E

$500 cash + stock for your venue
S E C O N D  P R I Z E

Winner Prize valued at $10,000 

Professional bar equipment 
Tailored suit/clothes fitting 

2 Month mentor programme 

Global Final package

F I R S T  P R I Z E

C H A L L E N G E  1  
D O N  J U L I O

C H A L L E N G E  1  
TA N Q U E R AY  N O . T E N  

K E T E L  O N E  V O D K A

T O P 1 0 0  
J O H N N I E  W A L K E R

N AT I O N A L  F I N A L  
R E S E R V E  P O R T F O L I O

R O U N D  O N E  -  F E B R U A R Y R O U N D  T W O  -  M A R C H A P R I L  2 6 t h
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RO U N D  1
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

K i c k i n g  o f f  t h i s  ye a r ’s  co m p ,  we ’re  o f fe r i n g  yo u  2  ways  to  e n t e r,  d e p e n d i n g  o n  yo u r  p re fe r re d  s p i r i t .   

Ea c h  b r i e f  h a s  p r ize s  a l i g n e d  to  i t ,  h oweve r  o n ly  yo u r  h i g h e s t  s co r i n g  e n t r y  w i l l  m a ke  u p  yo u r  ove ra l l  s co re  g o i n g  towa rd s  TO P 1 0 0

We inspire bartenders to get creative with 

Don Julio Blanco Tequila and spice, as they 

create a spice master-stock or “sauce” to 

amplify classic tequila cocktails.

S P I C E  M A S T E R  

F E B R U A R Y

Cocktails and dining are becoming more 

and more common. We want to see some 

big flavours coming through in a lighter 

style drink, either aimed at a pre or post 

dining experience with Tanqueray No.TEN 

or Ketel One Vodka 

L E S S  I S  M O R E  

F E B R U A R Y



  
The flavour and influence of spice on a winning World Class Cocktail is as important as acid or sweetness.  Spices can invigorate a cocktail, opening 
the senses to new experiences, or cool, calm and soothe the palate, creating memorable moments for customers and judges alike.  Around the world, 
cuisines and cultures use a variety of bold spices, herbs and fruits to create flavour packed sauces, pastes and mixtures to tantalise and excite the 
tastebuds.   
  
This year’s Australian World Class Studio, featuring Don Julio Tequila, focuses on capturing the art of blending spice and flavour, exploring how to 
create an intense “sauce” to drive unique flavour in amazing cocktails.  Be inspired by different cultures and cuisines from around the world, boldly 
exploring unique flavour matches for the earthy, vegetal and iconic character of Don Julio Blanco Tequila. 
  
Consider how different varieties of smoked peppers showcase agave character in an iconic Margarita or how much depth of flavour could be added to 
a Grasshopper with a fennel, dill & coconut mole?  We want to know what sauce or stock you’ve created and how it enhances your classic Don Julio 
serve.  Share with us your unique perspective on the cultural influence on your creation. 

The challenge is to create a single Don Julio Blanco cocktail. 
  
Develop a flavourful stock or sauce as a key component to a classic cocktail of your choice, accenting and enhancing the iconic flavour profile of 
Don Julio Tequila, while creating a new and unique approach to flavour.  Use different cultures and cuisines when considering your serve and be 
clear and concise when communicating that cultural influence.  
  
The cocktail must have a minimum of 30mls Don Julio Blanco and must not exceed 2 standard drinks. 
  

C H A L L E N G E  B R I E F

D O N  J U L I O  B L A N CO

S P I C E  M A S T E R C H A L L E N G E  O V E R V I E W



- How much does the cocktail showcase the iconic flavour of Don Julio Blanco Tequila? 
- How does the cocktail display an appropriate balance of ingredients? 
- Does the garnish enhance the visual or aromatic appeal of the cocktail? 
- Does the cocktail showcase World Class technique? 
- How reminiscent of the chosen classic cocktail is the creation? 

- How unique is the proposed spiced component 
- How well do the flavours of the component pair with Don Julio Blanco Tequila? 
- Is there a clearly communicated cultural influence on the creation? 

- How appropriate is the vessel to showcase the serve 
- How well does the photo showcase the serve? 

1. The drink must contain a minimum of 30ml of Don Julio Blanco Tequila.  

2. The drink must not exceed 2 standard drinks. 

3. The drink must be reminiscent of a classic cocktail. 

4. Precise recipe & method of production must be provided with all entries.  

5. Entries must be submitted on the Diageo Bar Academy website via the World Class page by 28th February, with an accompanying photograph. 

6. Drinks are not required to be available for sale in participating venues.  

7. The 25 drinks with the highest score after a virtual assessment will be required to be produced, for in person judging, to determine an overall winner.  

J U D G I N G  C R I T E R I A

D O N  J U L I O  B L A N CO

S P I C E  M A S T E R

E N T R Y  C H A L L E N G E  R U L E S

TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE (100) 

Cocktail Creation (50)                      

Serve (30)    

Visual Aesthetics (20)    



Incredible cocktails can be found in brilliant bars all over the country, but restaurants are fast becoming their equal when it comes to clarity, versatility and 
unique approaches to flavour and technique.  With access to great produce and the opportunity for food pairing, World Class cocktails belong on restaurant 
lists around Australia. 
  
This year’s Australian World Class Studio, featuring Ketel One Vodka & Tanqueray No.TEN, focuses on Less is More, developing big flavour in small spaces. 
  
We want you to be inspired by your favourite restaurant experience and create a small format, high impact cocktail. As we celebrate the best our restaurant 
industry has to offer, we want you to create a cocktail that could proudly accompany your chosen dish.  
  
A great restaurant serve is generally limited in ingredients and lighter in alcohol, as to not overshadow the food.  The style of the serve should mirror that of 
the dish, elegant and refined or more rustic, the choice is yours.  Texture and intensity should always be an important factor but should be particularly key in 
this challenge.

The challenge is to create a single Ketel One Vodka or Tanqueray No.TEN Gin cocktail. 
  
Develop a restaurant style serve, using no more than four ingredients, that pairs with a dish of your choice.  Your creation should clearly showcase the 
characteristic flavours and textures of Ketel One Vodka or Tanqueray No.TEN Gin, and pair them with your chosen dish in new and innovative ways.   
  
You should clearly and concisely communicate your chosen dish, and the style and connection of your bespoke serve.  
  
Your serve must contain between 20 - 30mls of either Ketel One Vodka or Tanqueray No.TEN Gin, no more that 30mls of another alcoholic product and 
not exceed a total of 100ml of liquid, including dilution, per serve.  You may choose to present a group or batched version of your creation, serve style is 
at your discretion.  
  
  

C H A L L E N G E  O V E R V I E W

C H A L L E N G E  B R I E F

TA N Q U E R AY  N O . T E N  &  

K E T E L  O N E  V O D K A

L E S S  I S  M O R E



TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE (100) 

Cocktail Creation (40)                      

Restaurant Serve (40)    

Visual Aesthetics (20)    

-  How well does the cocktail showcase the iconic character of the chosen spirit? 
-  How well does the cocktail display an appropriate balance of ingredients? 
-  How well does the garnish enhance the visual or aromatic appeal of the cocktail? 
-  How well does the cocktail showcase World Class technique? 

-  How well does the cocktail showcase texture and intensity of flavour? 
-  How unique is the proposed restaurant serve? 
-  Is there a clearly communicated connection to a restaurant dish? 
-  How well do the flavours of the cocktail connect to the dish? 

-  Is the vessel appropriate? 
-  How well does the photo showcase the serve?

 Entry Challenge Rules 
  
1. The drink must contain between 20-30ml of Ketel One Vodka or Tanqueray No.TEN Gin.  
2. The drink must not contain more than 30ml of another alcoholic product. 
3. The drink must not exceed a total volume of 100ml. 
4. Precise recipe & method of production must be provided with all entries.  
5. Entries must be submitted on Diageo Bar Academy website in the Competitions section of World Class by February 28th, with an accompanying photograph. 
6. Drinks are not required to be available for sale in participating venues.  
7. The 25 drinks with the highest score after a virtual assessment will be required to be produced, for in person judging, to determine an overall winner. 

E N T R Y  C H A L L E N G E  R U L E S

TA N Q U E R AY  N O . T E N  &  

K E T E L  O N E  V O D K A

L E S S  I S  M O R E J U D G I N G  C R I T E R I A
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TO P 1 0 0
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

TO P 1 0 0  i nv i t a t i o n a l  Ro u n d

In honour of the 200th anniversary of the Johnnie Walker, you are 

challenged to create a highball serve that draws inspiration from one 

particular culture, showcasing flavours that would otherwise be 

unexpected in the Scotch whisky world. 

S U R P R I S I N G LY  D E L I C I O U S  

T O P 1 0 0  -  M A R C H
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J U D G I N G
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

In previous years we’ve flown and traveled all over the country to taste your delicious concoctions. Unfortunately with 
various restrictions still in place, we’ve planned to judge this competition in the most fair and safe way we see fit. This 
will mean a lot of drinks are marked on paper first, however we also understand the necessity for tasting your cocktails, 
so have allowed for this to also happen within each round - just maybe not on such a grand scale as previous years. 

CHALLENGE 1 

Every entry will be scored on paper with a consistent judging panel  

The top 2 drinks in each Challenge will win a prize 

The top 25 scoring drinks will be tasted to determine our two winning serves 

You can enter as many drinks as you like in either Challenge, only your highest scoring drink in each Challenge will go toward your 
overall score - score are cumulative  

TOP100 

The 100 highest scoring  bartenders will be asked to compete in TOP100 

You will only be required to enter 1 drink in TOP100 to be judged 

Every drink entered in TOP100 will be tasted in-person/in-venue 

Every drink submitted in TOP100 will be required to be listed on your venue’s menu for judging for two weeks 

Arrangements will be made for top 100 finalists not employed in a venue 

NATIONAL FINAL 

Finals programme TBC 

Finals drinks will be tasted in-person
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N AT I O N A L  F I N A L  
2 6 . 4 . 2 1

W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

We are planning, prepping and creating a final that is fit for Australia's bartending best. 

As national and regional restrictions change almost weekly, so do our plans to bring you 

a bigger and better National Final. 

If Australia’s situation continues to move forward in a positivity manner, as too will 

2021's National Final. 

For 10 years we’ve brought together the most creative and influential minds in the 

industry, and we don’t want this to change… 

Standby, we'll have updates in early 2021
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F E ST I VA L
W O R L D  C L A S S  2 0 2 1

Monday 19th - Sunday 25th April 2021 

World Class Cocktail Festival is a seven day national program of city-wide experiences that celebrate the craft of 

cocktail culture. From parties to pop-ups, masterclasses to make your owns, it’s all about showcasing the skills, 

creativity and charisma behind cocktail culture. The festival will culminate with the World Class Australian final in 

Sydney.  

HOW TO PARTICIPATE: 

Register your interest as part of the World Class Cocktail Competition, more information to follow in Jan 2021. 

It’s easy to get involved - simply offer a $15 cocktail special for the 7 day duration of the festival (cocktails should 

feature a Diageo spirit base)  

Bars are encouraged to be creative with special events such as food and cocktail pairings, masterclasses, cocktail 

degustations, parties, bar swaps, or anything else that takes your fancy  

Bars are asked to provide a venue image and cocktail image for promotional purposes 

PARTICIPATING BARS WILL RECEIVE: 

Bar listing inclusion on the World Class Cocktail Festival Website 

The best cocktail and special event offerings will receive advertising, PR and social support 

The best cocktail photography will be featured in outdoor advertising and by media partners Broadsheet and Time Out  

Simple in-venue support kit with menu inserts, bill cards and promotional templates for digital and social media
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As you may have heard by now, the Sydney Global Final has been 
postponed. However, there will be a Global Final happening 

around the middle of the year. 

We’ll keep you updated as plans progress, current T&Cs for the 
National Winner can be found on the following pages.



“RESERVE WORLD CLASS 2021” PROMOTION 

(DRAFT FOR APPROVAL) 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1.Information on how to enter and the prize(s) form part of these Terms and Conditions. Participation in this promotion is deemed acceptance 
of these Terms and Conditions. 

Eligibility 
  
1.Entry is only open to Australian residents aged 18 years and over who: 
a. can take the major prize if selected as the winner, including being able to travel to the relevant countries or participate virtually on 

selected dates, as applicable; 
b. are not employees of the Promoter or any of its related corporations or any of their agencies associated with the promotion;  
c. are not a spouse, defacto spouse, parent, child or sibling (whether natural or by adoption) of such an employee; and 
d. have not previously won the title of “National World Class Bartender of the Year” the previous year 
e. have not previously won the title of “Global World Class Bartender of the Year”. 
  
i.“Participating Venue” means a licensed venue in Australia that stocks and lists on the menu the DIAGEO Reserve Brands. “DIAGEO Reserve 
Brands” means the following: Ketel One® Vodka, Tanqueray® No. TEN Gin, Johnnie Walker® Blended Scotch Whiskies, Tequila Don Julio®, The 
Singleton Single Malt Scotch whisky, Talisker 10 single malt scotch whisky, and the Dageo Reserve whisky portfolio  
  
i.By entering, each entrant warrants that:  

i.they have permission from their Participating Venue to enter the promotion;  
ii.they have agreed to promote their cocktail and sell their cocktail in a Participating Venue during the period as defined below; 
iii.their Participating Venue will permit a representative of the Promoter to visit the venue and trial their cocktail as required by these Terms and 
Conditions. 

How to enter 
  
i.To enter, entrants must do so during the Entry Period (defined below) and complete the entry form on the World Class Club website: https://
www.theworldclassclub.com/enter-competition. 
  
i.Entrants must complete the entry form in full and include the following details when prompted: 

i.their full name, gender, date of birth, email address, contact phone number;  
ii.the challenge category they wish to enter their cocktail into, being either (i) Don Julio – Spiced Blend; (ii) Ketel One Vodka/Tanqueray No. TEN 
– Less Is More; or (iii) Whisky Portfolio – The Elemental Round; 
iii.The DIAGEO Reserve Brand spirit used in their cocktail; 
iv.A short story (of no more than 2,000 characters) detailing the inspiration behind their cocktail and how it relates to the theme of their chosen 
challenge category; 
v.Method of production for their cocktail;  
vi.Glassware used;  
vii.a creative name for their cocktail;  
viii.a colour photo of their cocktail recipe; and 
ix.their cocktail recipe, which must contain no more than two standard drinks and include: ingredients and quantities, including a minimum 30ml 
of the chosen DIAGEO Reserve Brand, a breakdown of any sub-ingredients i.e. bitters, cordials and details around the garnish. 

i.Entries open at 9am on 01/02/21 and close at 11.59pm on 28/02/21. All times throughout these Terms and Conditions are based on Sydney 
local time, unless specified otherwise. 
  
i.All entries and any other materials submitted or made during the course or in connection with the promotion (which shall include photographs 
and recipes for cocktails, and videos) (“Material”) becomes the property of the Promoter. Entries will not be returned to any entrant. As a 
condition of entering into this promotion, each entrant assigns all intellectual property in the Material to the Promoter. The entrant 
acknowledges that the Promoter may use the Material for any purpose and use it anyway in any media for an unlimited period including but not 
limited to future promotional, marketing or publicity purposes without any further compensation or royalties paid to the entrant. The entrant 
agrees that the Promoter may edit the Material in any way. Each entrant warrants to the Promoter that each entry submitted is an original work 
of the entrant that does not infringe the rights of any third party. The Promoter may remove any Material from any display, including on any 
website, without notice for any reason whatsoever. Entrants warrant and agree that: (a) he/she will not submit any Material that is unlawful or 
fraudulent, or that the Promoter may deem in breach of any intellectual property, privacy, publicity or other rights, defamatory, obscene, 
derogatory, pornographic, sexually inappropriate, violent, abusive, harassing, threatening, objectionable with respect to race, religion, origin or 
gender, not suitable for persons under the age of 18, or otherwise unsuitable for publication; (b) their Material shall not contain viruses or cause 
injury or harm to any person or entity; and (c) he/she will comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, those 
governing copyright, content, defamation, privacy, publicity and the access or use of others' computer or communication systems. The entrant 
agrees to indemnify the Promoter against all costs and claims by third parties arising from a breach of this paragraph.  Entrants consent to any 
use of their entry, which may otherwise infringe their moral rights pursuant to the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth).  
  
i.The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of entries and entrants (including an entrant’s identity, age and place of 
residence) and to disqualify any entrant who submits an entry that is not in accordance with these Terms and Conditions or who tampers with 
the entry process or who has, in the opinion of Promoter, engaged in conduct in entering the promotion which is fraudulent, misleading, 
deceptive or generally damaging to the goodwill or reputation of the promotion and/or Promoter. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify 
a winner if Promoter becomes aware that the winner and/or the winner’s entry is of a type described in this clause. Errors and omissions will be 
accepted at the Promoter's discretion. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those 
rights. 

i.Incomplete, indecipherable, or illegible entries will be deemed invalid. 

i.If there is a dispute as to the identity of an entrant, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to determine the identity of the 
entrant. 

i.Each entrant is permitted to enter each challenge category multiple times, but only their highest scoring entry (as determined by scoring 
process below) will count towards any place in the Top 100 (as defined below). 

Top 100 entrants 

i.After the conclusion of the Entry Period, a judging panel will select the top 100 entries from all entries received in either category, which will 
advance to the next stage (“Top 100”).  The Top 100 will be selected based on a points system following certain criteria as set out below. For the 
avoidance of doubt, if there is a tie for 100th place, then those entries tied for 100th place will be reassessed, and the best entry, as determined 
by the judges, will be deemed to be in the Top 100.  

THE COCKTAIL (40 POINTS) 
• How well has the feature spirit balanced with the other ingredients? 
• How original are the flavours? 
• How well does the garnish enhance the cocktail? 
• How well has the cocktail hit the brief? 

THE STORY (20 POINTS) 
• How evocative is the story? 
• How strong is the connection to the brand through the story of the entry? 

THE TECHNIQUE (20 POINTS) 
• How appropriate is the technique being used in this cocktail? 
• How well does the entrant demonstrate their understanding of the technique 
being used? 

THE VISUAL AESTHETICS (20 POINTS) 
• How appropriate is the connection between the glassware and the cocktail? 
• How amazing does the cocktail look? 

i.After the conclusion of judging the Top 100, the Promoter representatives will contact all successful entrants in person or via email or phone.  
  
i.It is the responsibility of each Top 100 entrant to seek permission of a Participating Venue to: (a) include promotional material advertising their 
Top 100 cocktail in the Participating Venue between 24/03/21 - 07/04/21 (“Promotion Period”); and (b) allow the sale of their submitted cocktail 
as part of their entry in the Top 100 during the Promotion Period. The Promoter takes no responsibility: (a) if the Participating Venue refuses to 
allow the sale of their cocktail; (b) if the Participating Venue refuses to allow promotional material promoting their Top 100 cocktail in the 
Participating Venue; or (c) any costs involved in producing the promotional material or selling the Top 100 cocktail. The entrant must ensure the 
promotional material advertising their Top 100 cocktail is in compliance with all laws and relevant State and Federal liquor guidelines and codes, 
contains a responsible alcohol consumption message, and does not infringe any third party rights, including copyright. If the Participating 
Venue does not allow the promotion of the Top 100 cocktail in the Participating Venue then the entrant will not be eligible to participate further 
in the promotion.  
  
i.The Top 100 entrants will progress to the second round of judging detailed below to determine the Top 3 Finalists as set out below. In addition, 
the highest scoring entries in each challenge category, as determined by the judges, will be awarded the following prizes: 

i.Don Julio – Highest scoring entry will win a staycation in the winner’s state to the value of AUD$2500. Prize will be awarded in the form of a 
voucher. The second highest scoring entry will win AUD$500 cash personally, and 6 bottles of Don Julio Blanco for their venue. 
ii.Ketel One Vodka & Tanqueray No.TEN – Highest scoring entry will win a Home Bar setup up including equipment, glassware and stock to the 
value of AUD$2500. The second highest scoring entry will win AUD$500 cash personally, 3 bottles of Ketel One Vodka and 3 bottles of 
Tanqueray No.TEN for their venue. 
  
i.Top 100 - Highest scoring entry will win AUD$2500 cash. The second highest scoring entry will win AUD$500 cash personally, and 6 bottles of 
Johnnie Walker Black for their venue,.  

Top 3 Finalists 

i.Each Top 100 entrant must be available at their Participating Venue, on a date to be determined by the Promoter, whereby a representative of 
the Promoter will visit and ask the entrant to make their Top 100 cocktail, and also answer questions relating to their entry. If the entrant is not 
available, someone suitable must be available to create the cocktail on the entrant’s behalf.  
  
i.The Promoter’s representatives will judge each Top 100 entrant’s performance and will provide a score in respect of the Johnnie Walker 
cocktail accordance with the same criteria set out in clause 13 above.  

i.The best three (3) entrants, as determined by the Promoter, will be deemed “Top 3 Finalists” and progress to the Grand Final (as detailed 
below. In addition, the entrant that achieved the highest score for their Johnnie Walker Black cocktail will be awarded AUD$2,500 cash. The 
entrant that achieved the second highest score for their Johnnie Walker Black cocktail will be awarded AUD$500 cash and 6 bottles of Johnnie 
Walker Black Label.  

National Final 

i.The Top 3 Finalists will be required to compete in a series of challenges held at a location to be determined by the Promoter between 26/04/21 
– 28/04/21. The Promoter reserves the right to select reserves and use them as a replacement in the event that any of the original Top 3 
Finalists do not want to participate further, or are otherwise deemed ineligible. The successful entrants will be notified by the Promoter before 
the National Final. For the avoidance of doubt, if there is a tie for 3rd place, then those tied entries tied will be reassessed, and the best entry, as 
determined by the judges, will be deemed a Top 3 Finalist. 
  
i.Each Top 3 Finalist will receive the following: 

i.A trip for one (1) person to the location of the World Class National  Final or access to present at the Regional Virtual Final, whichever is 
applicable; 
  
i.The right to compete at the World Class National or Regional Virtual Final and to attend any associated celebratory event following any such 
Final; and 

  
i.The Top 3 Finalists will be asked to complete a pre-advised number of mixology challenges, as judged by a panel of judges appointment by the 
Promoter.The winner of the National Final, as determined by the judges, will win the major prize as detailed below. 

Major Prize 

i.The major prize consists of professional bar equipment, a tailored suit/clothes fitting, and access to a 2 month mentor programme as advised 
by the Promoter, and the right to represent their country in the World Class Global event final which will be held live or virtually, as determined 
by the Promoter. 
  
i.in the case where travel to the World Class Global event final location is deemed a health risk based on government guidelines (https://
www.smartraveller.gov.au/), or where the winner chooses not to travel due to health concerns, the Promoter will make preparations for the 
winner to compete virtually. 

i.If the winner refuses to travel (where it is safe to do so) or to compete virtually, the winner’s place to compete will be forfeited and offered to 
the runner up (second place), and so on. These changes will not affect the first placed winner from receiving their cash prize and the second 
placed winner will receive the right to compete in the World Class Global event final only.    

i.Where travel is permitted, the Promoter will ensure the safety and ability to travel internationally in regard to COVID-19 restrictions are 
upheld to the best of its ability. This includes allowing for any quarantine requirements (time and financial) in the host country and on return to 
Australia. 

i.As a condition of accepting the major prize, the winner agrees to:  

i.Be DMC certified; 
ii.Work with the Promoter’s local market representatives to create a schedule for the following year; 
iii.Participate in local, regional and national press efforts throughout the year as requested by the Promoter; and 
iv.Appear in digital content as requested by the Promoter throughout the year. 

i.The winner will also be entitled to the following, subject to availability and feasibility: 
  
i.Opportunity to travel (where and when feasible given government guidelines) to other participating countries around the world to educate 
bartenders where feasible. 
ii.Opportunity to participate in World Class National Final each year and act as a mentor to future participants where appropriate and feasible. 
  
i.Where travel is possible, the full itinerary of travel to be determined by the Promoter in its absolute discretion, and will be subject to booking 
and availability. Any incidental hotel costs, taxes, travel or medical insurance, meals, spending money, any other ancillary costs which may be 
incurred by the winner in relation to any trip will not be included unless specified otherwise.  The winner will be required to obtain all necessary 
visas and vaccinations, at his/her own cost. The winner will be required to take out adequate travel insurance at his or her own cost, and must 
show such policy to the Promoter if requested by the Promoter. 
  
i.The winner must, when travelling, abide by all reasonable directions, comply with all health and safety laws and policies, and wear any requisite 
uniform or safety equipment as notified.  Failure to do so may cause the winner to forfeit any remaining components of the prize. 

General 

i. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. This is a game of skill and chance plays no part in determining the 
winners. For the avoidance of doubt, if there is a tie between entries at any stage during the promotion, the Promoter, in its absolute discretion, 
will determine which entry is placed higher. 
  
i.If for any reason a winner does not take an element of the prize at the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the prize or that element of the 
prize will be forfeited. 

i.If any prize (or part of any prize) is unavailable, the Promoter, in its discretion, reserves the right to substitute the prize (or that part of the 
prize) with a prize to the equal value and/or specification. 

i.Prizes, or any unused portion of a prize, are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash, unless otherwise specified.  

i.Entrants consent to the Promoter using the entrant's name, likeness, image and/or voice in the event they are a winner, or otherwise selected 
by the Promoter to participate in filming any content arising out of this promotion (including photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in 
any media for an unlimited period without remuneration for the purpose of promoting this promotion (including any outcome), and promoting 
any products manufactured, distributed and/or supplied by the Promoter. Each selected entrant or winner agrees to execute any talent release 
in any form required by the Promoter to affect the above. 

i.If this promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond the 
reasonable control of the Promoter, including but not limited to technical difficulties, unauthorised intervention or fraud, the Promoter reserves 
the right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law (a) to disqualify any entrant; or (b) to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel 
the promotion, as appropriate. 

i.Any cost associated with accessing the promotional website is the entrant’s responsibility and is dependent on the Internet service provider 
used.  

i.The Promoter advocates the responsible service and consumption of alcohol and abides by a strict code of marketing practice for alcoholic 
beverages.  All alcoholic beverages supplied during this promotion will be limited, in accordance with Responsible Service of Alcohol 
Requirements.  It is a condition of this promotion that Participating Venues comply with applicable regulations and guidelines for the 
responsible service and promotion of alcohol. 

i.Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limit, exclude or modify or purports to limit, exclude or modify the statutory consumer guarantees as 
provided under the Competition and Consumer Act, as well as any other implied warranties under the ASIC Act or similar consumer protection 
laws in the States and Territories of Australia (“Non-Excludable Guarantees”). Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including 
the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability (including 
negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, 
arising in any way out of the promotion.  

i.Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective 
officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and excludes all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or 
damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of: (a) any technical difficulties 
or equipment malfunction (whether or not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or third party interference; (c) any 
entry or prize claim that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by the Promoter) due to any reason 
beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter; (d) any variation in prize value to that stated in these Terms and Conditions; (e) if  any event in 
connection with the promotion is cancelled for any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter; (f) any tax liability incurred by a 
winner, Participating Venue or entrant; or (g) participation in a prize or  attendance at an event. 
  
i.As a condition of accepting any prize, the winner must sign any legal documentation as and in the form required by the Promoter and/or prize 
suppliers, in their absolute discretion, including but not limited to a legal release and indemnity form.   

i.The Promoter collects personal information ("PI") in order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such PI to third 
parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors, service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory authorities. 
Entry is conditional on providing this PI. The Promoter will also use and handle PI asset out in its Privacy Policy, which can be viewed at 
www.diageopromotions.com.au. In addition to any use that may be outlined in the Promoter’s Privacy Policy, the Promoter may, for an indefinite 
period, unless otherwise advised, use the PI for promotional, marketing, publicity, research and profiling purposes, including sending electronic 
messages or telephoning the entrant. The Privacy Policy also contains information about how entrants may opt out of marketing, access, 
update or correct their PI, how entrants entrant can contact and may complain about a breach of the Australian Privacy Principles. All entries 
become the property of the Promoter.  Unless otherwise indicated by the Promoter, the Promoter may disclose PI to entities outside of 
Australia, and cannot guarantee that any overseas recipient will not breach the Australian Privacy Principles. By entering the promotion 
entrants consent to the overseas transfer on these terms as permitted by the Australian Privacy Principles and agree that the Promoter is not 
liable in this regard. 
  
i.The Promoter is Diageo Australia Limited of 162 Blues Point Road, McMahons Point, NSW, 2060, ABN 33 004 167 720. 

https://www.theworldclassclub.com/enter-competition
https://www.theworldclassclub.com/enter-competition
https://www.smartraveller.gov.au/
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